BGaze Light

the new way to perform a semi-structured cognitive disorder diagnosis according to the most respected standards
What is BGaze Light

BGaze Light is a software solution installed on your PC that enables smooth interaction with patients, parents and others involved in the diagnosis of cognitive-behavioral disorders such as ADHD, and to smoothly perform a semi-structured interview that complies with generally accepted international standards.

It enables mental health professionals to gather input from parents, teachers or others by simply letting them fill out an online questionnaire on their smartphone, tablet or laptop. All information is saved and shared using strong encryption and username / password identification that complies with stringent clinical data regulations.
How it works

Once you have Bgaze Light installed on your PC, you are ready to go. The Bgaze system guides you (and your colleagues or support staff) quickly through the process of registering patient data and other relevant information, and then automatically invites parents, teachers and possible other reporting persons to complete a rating scale.

Once the reporters have completed their rating scales, the system automatically informs you that this information is ready, and that the next step (the semi-structured interview) can be taken. Bgaze Light also includes a Posner test based advanced CPT test that can be administered at any time and is saved as part of the patient record.

With rating scales and CPT done, the clinical professional talks through the semi-structured interview with the patient (when applicable, also with the parents) and types in observations on a laptop, tablet or smartphone. Once completed, the full data on the patient is available on screen or as a downloadable pdf report.
Gathering all data into one single report means you need less time to arrive at your professional clinical diagnostic decision, and it offers you a clear and understandable basis for sharing that conclusion with the patient.

Completing the semistructured interview using Bgaze saves time and always keeps the right information available when you need it, allowing you to smoothly move on in your diagnostic process without needing to browse back and forth through papers and notes spread out over your desk.

Using Bgaze Light typically saves at least half an hour per patient in moving around and copying paper forms, comparing notes and compiling reports. Running the Bgaze Light CPT offers all the typical CPT data plus the specific added value of the Posner task.

The added value
How to get it

Bgaze Light is remotely installed by Braingaze on your PC. We make sure all databases and connections are compliant with patient privacy regulations. Within 48 hours after contracting the service, you will have your Bgaze Light system up and running.

We offer several contract modalities to fit your needs. For full flexibility, you can opt for the ‘pay-as-you-use’ contract that can be cancelled at any time with just 1 month notice.

Alternatively you can save costs by opting for a one year or 3 year contract, offering substantial savings to the pay-per-month option.

If you plan to use Bgaze Light at more than 3 different clinical locations, then please leave your contact details so we can explore your exact needs and provide you with a tailored solution.